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Info sheet Multi-Tool
The Wibit Multi-Tool is the perfect tool for every Wibit product set-up. 
It combines 5 features:

1. Valve cap driver
Wibit valve caps can be opened and closed using the flat end 
of the Multi-Tool. This tapered end fits into the slot in the 
cap and can even be used to open worn out caps.

2. Valve opener
The specially designed valve opener has
a funnel-formed opening which
helps the tool find its own
way onto the head of
the valve. A simple
press-and-twist
action opens or
closes the valve.
No more sore
fingers!

3. Valve remover
Sometimes a valve needs to be replaced. The Multi-Tool
valve wrench fits snuggly into the inside of the valve 
and allows for a quick and easy removal or installation of 
the valve.
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4. Pressure relief valve remover
The pressure relief valve (PRV) can be removed by first
removing the rubber sand filter. The valve remover wrench
is placed over the valve which can be then tightened or
loosened accordingly.

5. Shackle opener
Anchor bungees are connected at each end with shackles.

They can be opened and closed using the specially designed,
and extra reinforced, shackle wrench.

Take the filter 
cap out before 

opening the 
PRV 
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